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Toward an Interoperability Architecture for
Blockchain Autonomous Systems
Thomas Hardjono , Alexander Lipton, and Alex Pentland

Abstract—There is considerable interest today in the use of
blockchain technology to provide better visibility into shared information among a number of participants and systems arranged
in a decentralized peer-to-peer topology. Several challenges in
blockchain technology remain to be addressed, including the interoperability, survivability, and manageability of blockchain systems.
Crucial to answering these challenges is the need to understand
aspects of the Internet architecture that has made it scalable,
resilient, and a commercial success as a global connectivity infrastructure. In this paper, we discuss a design philosophy for interoperable blockchain systems, using the design philosophy of the
Internet architecture as the basis to identify key design principles.
We recast some of the challenges faced in the design of the Internet
architecture to that of the design of an interoperable blockchain architecture. We emphasize interoperability as a crucial requirement
for the survivability and manageability of blockchain systems. The
goal is to define an interoperable blockchain architecture, in which
common components of the blockchain architecture can begin to
be standardized, leading to lowering of development costs, better
reusability, and higher degree of interoperability.
Index Terms—Computer network management, computer security, cryptography, decentralized control, distributed computing.

I. INTRODUCTION
HERE is considerable interest today in the use of
blockchain technology to provide better visibility into
shared information among a number of participants and systems arranged in a peer-to-peer (P2P) topology. However, more
attention needs to be placed on challenges around the aspects
of the manageability of blockchain systems, the survivability of
blockchain networks, and the cybersecurity of systems and infrastructures that participate in blockchain communities. Crucial
to answering these challenges is the need to understand aspects
of the Internet architecture that has made it scalable, resilient,
and a commercial success as a global connectivity infrastructure.
The goal of this paper is to bring to the forefront the notion of
interoperability, survivability, and manageability for blockchain
systems, using lessons learned from the three decades of the
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development of the Internet. Our overall goal is to develop
a design philosophy for an interoperable blockchain architecture, and to identify some design principles that promote
interoperability.
Currently, there is considerable interest (real and hype) in
blockchain systems as a promising technology for the future infrastructure of a global value-exchange network—or what some
refer to as the “Internet of value.” The original blockchain idea
of Haber and Stornetta [1], [2] is now a fundamental construct
within most blockchain systems, starting with the Bitcoin system which first adopted the idea and deployed it in a digital
currency context.
Many parallels have been made between blockchain systems
and the Internet. However, many comparisons often fail to understand the fundamental goals of the Internet architecture as
promoted and led by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and thus fail to fully appreciate how these
goals have shaped the Internet to achieve its success as we see
it today. There was a pressing need in the Cold War period of
the 1960s and 1970s to develop a new communications network
architecture that did not previously exist, one that would allow
communications to survive in the face of attacks. In Section II,
we review and discuss these goals.
We argue in this paper that if blockchain technology seeks
to be a fundamental component of the future global distributed
network of commerce and value, then its architecture must also
satisfy the same fundamental goals of the Internet architecture.
This is the core of Section II.
In Section III, we attempt to recast some of these fundamental goals of the Internet to the current context of blockchain
technology. Among others, we look for some design principles
for blockchain technology that should remain true across any
blockchain system implementation.
Section IV discusses the notion blockchain gateways as a
means to provide interoperability across blockchain systems.
We review how routing gateways today allow various Internet
service provider (ISP) networks to interconnect and provide endto-end connectivity. The notion of boundary or perimeter is examined, and three potential uses of blockchain gateways are then
presented. This paper is then closed with some observations and
conclusions.

II. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY OF THE INTERNET
In considering the future direction for blockchain systems
generally, it is useful to recall and understand goals of the
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Internet architecture as defined in the early 1970s as a project
funded by the DARPA. The definition of the Internet as view in
the late 1980s is the following: it is “a packet switched communications facility in which a number of distinguishable networks
are connected together using packet switched communications processors called gateways, which implement a store and
forward packet-forwarding algorithm” [3], [4].
A. Fundamental Goals
It is important to remember that the design of the Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) and the Internet favored military values (e.g., survivability, flexibility, and
high performance) over commercial goals (e.g., low cost, simplicity, or consumer appeal) [5], which, in turn, has affected
how the Internet has evolved, has been used. This emphasis was understandable given the Cold War backdrop to the
packet-switching discourse throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
The ARPANET was an early packet-switching network. It was
the first network to implement the transmission control protocol
(TCP)/Internet protocol (IP) suite.
The DARPA view at the time was that there are seven goals of
the Internet architecture, with the first three being fundamental
to the design, and the remaining four being second-level goals.
The following are the fundamental goals of the Internet in the
order of importance [3], [4].
1) Survivability: Internet communications must continue despite loss of networks or gateways. This is the most important goal of the Internet, especially if it was to be the
blueprint for military packet switched communications facilities. This meant that if two entities are communicating over the Internet, and some failure causes the Internet
to be temporarily disrupted and reconfigured to reconstitute the service, then the entities communicating should
be able to continue without having to reestablish or reset the high-level state of their conversation. Therefore, to
achieve this goal, the state information that describes the
on-going conversation must be protected. But more importantly, in practice, this explicitly meant that it is acceptable
to lose the state information associated with an entity if,
at the same time, the entity itself is lost. This notion of
state of conversation is related to the end-to-end principle
discussed below.
2) Variety of service types: The Internet must support multiple types of communications service. What was meant
by “multiple types” is that at the transport level, the Internet architecture should support different types of services
distinguished by differing requirements for speed, latency,
and reliability. Indeed, it was this goal that resulted in the
separation into two layers of the TCP layer and the IP
layer, and the use of bytes (not packets) at the TCP layer
for flow control and acknowledgment.
3) Variety of networks: The Internet must accommodate a variety of networks. The Internet architecture must be able
to incorporate and utilize a wide variety of network technologies, including military and commercial facilities.
The remaining four goals of the Internet architecture are:
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4) distributed management of resources;
5) cost effectiveness;
6) ease of attaching hosts;
7) accountability in resource usage.
Over the ensuing three decades, these second-level goals have
been addressed in different ways. For example, accountability
in resource usage evolved from the use of rudimentary management information bases into the current sophisticated traffic
management protocols and tools. Cost effectiveness was always
an important aspect of the business model for consumer ISPs
and corporate networks.
B. End-to-End Principle
One of the critical debates throughout the development of the
Internet architecture in the 1980s was in regard to the placement
of functions that dealt with reliability of message delivery (e.g.,
duplicate message detection, message sequencing, guaranteed
message delivery, and encryption). In essence, the argument
revolved around the amount of effort put into reliability measures within the data communication system and was seen as an
engineering tradeoff based on performance, that is, how much
low-level function (for reliability) needed to be implemented by
the networks versus implementation by the applications at the
endpoints.
The line of reasoning against low-level function implementation in the network became known as the end-to-end argument
or principle. The basic argument is as follows: a lower level subsystem that supports a distributed application may be wasting its
effort in providing a function that must be implemented at the
application level anyway [6]. Thus, for example, for duplicate
message suppression, the task must be accomplished by the application itself seeing that the application is most knowledgeable
as to how to detect its own duplicate messages.
Another case in point relates to data encryption. If encryption/decryption was to be performed by the network, then the
network and its data transmission systems must be trusted to
securely manage the required encryption keys. Also, when data
enter the network (to be encrypted there), the data will be in
plaintext and, therefore, susceptible to theft and attacks. Finally,
the recipient application of the encrypted messages will still
need to verify the source authenticity of the message. The application will still need to perform key management. As such, the
best place to perform data encryption/decryption is the application endpoints—there is no need for the communication subsystem to provide for automatic encryption of all traffic. That is,
encryption is an end-to-end function.
The end-to-end principle was a fundamental design principle of the security architecture of the Internet. Among others,
it influenced the direction of the subsequent security features
of the Internet, including the development of the IP-security
sublayer [7] and its attendant key management function [8]. Today, the entire virtual private network (VPN) subsegment of the
networking industry started based on this end-to-end principle.
(The global VPN market alone is forecasted to reach 70 billion
dollars in the next few years.) The current day-to-day usage of
the secure sockets layer [9] to protect HTTP web traffic (i.e.,
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browsers) is also built on the premise that client–server data
encryption is an end-to-end function performed by the browser
(client) and by the HTTP server.
C. Autonomous System Paradigm
Another key concept in the development of the Internet is that
of autonomous systems (ASs) (or routing domains) as a connectivity unit that provide scale-up capabilities. More specifically,
the classic definition of an AS is a connected group of one or
more networks (distinguishable via IP prefixes) run by one or
more network operators, which has a single and clearly defined
routing policy [10]. The notion of ASs provides a way to hierarchically aggregate routing information, such that the distribution of routing information itself becomes a manageable task.
This division into domains provides independence for each domain owner/operator to employ the routing mechanisms of its
choice. IP packet routing inside an AS is, therefore, referred to
as intradomain routing, while routing between (across) ASs is
referred to as interdomain routing. The common goal of many
providers of routing services (consumer ISPs, backbone ISPs,
and participating corporations) is that of supporting different
types of services (in the sense of speed, latency, and reliability).
In the case of intradomain routing, the aim is to share bestroute information among routers using an intradomain routing
protocol (e.g., distance vector such as routing information protocol (RIP) [11] or link-state such as open shortest path first
protocol (OSPF) [12]). The routing protocol of choice must address numerous issues, including possible loops and imbalances
in traffic distribution. Today, routers are typically owned and
operated by the legal owner of the AS (e.g., ISP or corporation).
These owners then enter into peering agreements with each other
in order to achieve end-to-end reachability of destinations across
multiple hops or domains. The primary revenue model in the ISP
industry revolves around different tiers of services appropriate
to different groups of customers.
There are several important points regarding the AS paradigm
and the positive impact this paradigm has had on the development of the Internet for the past four decades:
1) AS paradigm leads to scale: The AS paradigm, the connectionless routing model, and the distributed network
topology of the Internet allows each unit (the AS) to solve
performance issues locally. This, in turn, promotes service
scale in the sense of throughput (end-to-end) and reach
(the large numbers of connected endpoints). As such, it
is important to see the global Internet today a connected
set of “islands” of AS, stitched together through peering
agreements.
2) Domain-level control with distributed topology: Each AS
typically possesses multiple routers operating the same
intradomain routing protocol. The availability of multiple routers implies availability of multiple routing paths
through the domain. Despite this distributed network
topology, these routers are centrally controlled (e.g., by
the network administrator of the domain). The AS as a
control unit provides manageability, visibility, and peering capabilities centrally administered by the owner of the
domain.
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3) Each entity is uniquely identifiable in its domain: All
routers (and other devices, such as bridges and switches)
in an AS are uniquely identifiable and visible to the network operator. This is a precondition of routing. The identifiability and visibility of devices in a domain is usually
limited to that domain. Entities outside the domain may
not even be aware of the existence individual routers in
the domain.
4) AS reachability: ASs interact with each other through special kinds of routers—called Gateways—that are designed
and configured for cross-domain packet routing. These
operate specific kinds of protocols (such as an exterior
Border Gateway Protocol [13]), which provides transfer
of packets across domains. For various reasons (including privacy and security), these exterior-facing gateway
protocols typically advertise only reachability status information regarding routers and hosts in the domain, but
do not publish internal routing conditions.
5) ASs are owned and operated by legal entities: All routing ASs (routing domains) today are owned, operated,
and controlled by known entities. ISPs provide their autonomous system numbers and routing prefixes to Internet
routing registries (IRRs). IRRs can be used by ISPs to develop routing plans. An example of an IRR is the American Registry for Internet Numbers [14], which is one of
several IRRs around the world.
In the next section, we remap the fundamental goals of the
Internet architecture in the context blockchain systems, with
the goal of identifying some fundamental requirements for
blockchain interoperability.
III. INTEROPERABLE BLOCKCHAINS: TOWARD A
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
During the 1970s and 1980s, several local area network
(LAN) systems were in development and were marketed for
Enterprises (e.g., IBM SNA [15] and DECnet [16]). However,
these LANs were distinct enough in their technological approaches (e.g., PHY layer protocols) that they did not interoperate with each other [5]. Today, we are seeing a very similar
situation, in which multiple blockchain designs are being proposed (e.g., Bitcoin [17], Ethereum [18], Hyperldeger [19],
and CORDA [20], each having different technological designs
and approaches. Most share some common terminology (e.g.,
“transaction,” “mining node,” etc.), but there is little or no
interoperability among these systems.
Given the history of the development of the Internet and of
computer networks in general (e.g., LANs and wide area networks), it is unlikely that the world will settle on one global
blockchain system operating universally. The emerging picture
will most likely consist of “islands” of blockchain systems,
which—like ASs that make up the Internet—must be “stitched”
together in some fashion to make a coherent unity (see Fig. 1).
Following from the first fundamental goal of the Internet architecture, the lesson learned there was that interoperability is
key to survivability. Thus, interoperability is core to the entire value proposition of blockchain technology. Interoperability
across blockchain systems must be a requirement—both at the
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 1.

Example of the reliability of a simple transaction.

ASs as a set of networks and gateways (after [4]).

mechanical level and the value level—if blockchain systems and
technologies are to become the fundamental infrastructure of the
future global commerce [21], [22].
This paper focuses primarily on the interoperability across
blockchain systems at the mechanical level, as the basis to
achieve a measurable degree of technical trust across these systems. In turn, technical trust is needed by the upper level functions to achieve interoperability at the value level, so that legal
frameworks can be created that are able quantify risks based
on the technological choices used to implement technical trust.
Poorly designed blockchain systems should present a higher risk
for commerce, and vice versa. Finally, business trust can be built
upon these legal frameworks to allow business transactions to
occur seamlessly across multiple blockchain systems globally.
In this section, we identify and discuss some of the challenges
to blockchain interoperability, using the Internet architecture as a
guide and using the fundamental goals as the basis for developing
a design philosophy for interoperable blockchains.
In order to clarify the meaning on “interoperability” in the
context blockchain systems, we offer the following definition
of an “interoperable blockchain architecture” using the NIST
definition of “blockchain” (see [23, p. 50]):
An interoperable blockchain architecture is a composition of distinguishable blockchain systems, each representing a unique distributed
data ledger, where atomic transaction execution may span multiple
heterogeneous blockchain systems, and where data recorded in one
blockchain are reachable, verifiable, and referenceable by another
possibly foreign transaction in a semantically compatible manner.

In the following, we recast the aspects of survivability, variety of service types, and variety of systems in the context of
blockchain systems.
A. Survivability
As mentioned previously, interoperability is key to survivability. In the Internet architecture, survivability as viewed by
the DARPA [3], [4] meant that communications must continue
despite loss of networks and gateways. In practical engineering
terms, this meant the use of the packet-switching model as a
realization of the connectionless routing paradigm.
In the context of blockchain systems generally, survivability
should also mean continued operations in the face of various
kinds of attacks. The possible types of attacks to a blockchain
system have been discussed elsewhere and consist of a broad
spectrum. These range from classic network-level attacks (e.g.,

network partitions, denial of services, distributed denial-ofservice (DDOS), etc.) to more sophisticated attacks targeting
the particular constructs (e.g., consensus implementation [24]–
[26]), to targeting specific implementations of mining nodes
(e.g., code vulnerabilities and viruses). Similar to applications
on the Internet, we can also view survivability more specifically
from the perspective of the application (and its user) that is transacting on the blockchain. A user’s transaction should proceed as
far as possible despite the blockchain being under attack.
For blockchain systems, we propose to reinterpret the term
“survivability” to mean the completion (confirmation) of an
application-level transaction independent of blockchain systems involved in achieving the completion of the transaction.
Furthermore, the transaction may be composed of subtransactions and in the same sense of a message on the Internet
may consist of multiple IP datagrams. Thus, in the blockchain
case, an application-level transaction may consist of multiple
ledger-level transactions (subtransaction), where each could be
intended for (and be confirmed at) different blockchain systems
(e.g., subtransaction for asset transfer in blockchain A, simultaneously with subtransaction for payments and subtransaction
for taxes in blockchain B).
Here, the notion of packets routing through multiple domains
being opaque to the user’s communications application (e.g.,
e-mail applications and browsers) is now recast to the notion of
subtransactions confirmed on a spread of blockchain systems
generally being opaque to the user application. Thus, the
challenge of reliability and “best effort delivery” becomes the
challenge of ensuring that an application-level transaction is
completed within reasonable time, possibly with the application
itself being oblivious to the actual blockchains, where different
ledger-level subtransactions are finally confirmed.
To illustrate the challenges of survivability as interpreted in
this manner, we start with the simplest case in which an application sends a “data” transaction (signed hash value) to a
blockchain for the purpose of recording it on the ledger of
the blockchain (see Fig. 2). We ignore for the moment the dichotomy of permissionless and permissioned blockchains and
ignore the specific logic syntax of the blockchain. Here, the application does not care which blockchain records the data as long
as once the transaction is confirmed, later the application (and
other entities) can find the transaction/block and verify that the
data have been recorded immutably. Fig. 2 illustrates the scenario. The application transmits data bytes (hash) to a blockchain
system No. 1 and waits for confirmation to become available on
the blockchain. After waiting for some predetermined time unsuccessfully (i.e., timeout), the application transmits the same
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data bytes to a different blockchain system No. 2. The application continues this process until it is able to obtain the desired
confirmation.
Although the example in Fig. 2 may appear overly simplistic and inefficient and has the undesirable side effect of confirmations on multiple blockchains, it highlights a number of
questions similar to those posed in the early days of the Internet
architecture development:
1) Application degree of awareness: To what degree must
an application be aware of the internal constructs of a
blockchain system in order to interact with it and make
use of the blockchain? Most (all of) wallet applications
today must maintain configuration information regarding
which blockchain system to which a key applies.
As a point of comparison, an e-mail client application today is not aware of constructs of packets, media access
control protocol data units (MPDUs), routing, and so on. It
interacts with the mail server according to a high-level protocol (e.g., post office protocol 3 (POP3), Internet message
access protocol (IMAP), and simple mail transfer protocol
(SMTP)) and a well-defined API. The e-mail client needs
only to know the destination e-mail address.
2) Distinguishability and addressability of blockchain systems: For an interoperable blockchain architecture, each
blockchain AS must be distinguishable from a naming perspective as well as from an addressing/routing perspective.
This introduces some new challenges, such as the situation where a node is permitted to participate in several
blockchain systems simultaneously. From a key management perspective, there is also the question regarding multiple uses of the same public key pair across several distinct
blockchain systems.
3) Placement of reliability functions: What is the correct
notion of “reliability” in the context of interoperable
blockchain systems and where should the function of reliability be placed? That is, should the function of retransmitting the same data bytes (transaction) be part of the
application, part of the blockchain system, or part of a yet
to be defined “middle layer”?
As a comparison, within the TCP/IP stack, the TCP protocol has a number of flow control features that “hides”
reliability issues from the higher level applications.
4) Semantic interoperability: If in the future there will
emerge blockchain ASs with differing applications (e.g.,
registry of assets, currency trading, etc.), what mechanisms are needed to convey to an external system the
functional goal of a blockchain and its application-specific
semantics?
As a comparison, the HTTP protocol and remote procedure call (RPC) interprocess communications both run
on the TCP/IP layer. However, these represent different resource access paradigms for different types of
applications.
5) Objective benchmarks for speed and performance: How
do external entities obtain information about the current
performance/throughput of a blockchain system and what
measure can be used to compare across systems?
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B. Variety of Service Types
The second goal of the Internet architecture was the support
for different types of services, distinguished by different speeds,
latency, and reliability. The bidirectional reliable data delivery
model was suitable for a variety of “applications” on the Internet,
but each application required different speeds and bandwidth
consumptions (e.g., remote login, file transfer, etc.). This understanding led to the realization early in the design of the Internet
that more than one transport service would be needed, and that
the architecture must support simultaneously transports wishing to tailor reliability, delay, or bandwidth usage. This resulted
in the separation of TCP (that provided reliable sequenced data
stream) from the IP that provided “best effort” delivery using
the common building block of the datagram. The User Datagram Protocol [27] was created to address the need for certain
applications that wished to trade reliability for direct access to
the datagram construct.
For blockchain systems, we propose to reinterpret the notion
of service types from the perspective of the different needs of
various applications. We distinguish three basic types of service.
1) Immediate direct confirmation: This refers to applications
that require the fastest confirmation from a specific destination blockchain system. The confirmation of the transaction must occur at the destination blockchain. As such,
speed and latency are the primary concerns for these types
of applications. This is summarized in Fig. 3(a). This situation is an analog of the classic TCP-based login service,
in which the user performs login to a specific computer
system and needs confirmation in as minimal delay as
possible (e.g., milliseconds and seconds).
Digital currency applications (e.g., currency trading system) are a typical example of cases needing direct and
immediate confirmation with low latency.
2) Delayed mediated confirmation: This refers to applications that are satisfied with a “temporary” confirmation
produced by a mediating blockchain system, which will
then seek to “move” the transaction to its intended destination blockchain system. This is summarized in Fig. 3(b).
The application will obtain two confirmations: the first
would be a temporary confirmation from the mediating
blockchain system, while the final confirmation will occur at the destination blockchain system at a later time.
As such, there are two latency values corresponding to the
two confirmations. The understanding here is that the application deems the first latency to be acceptable from a
practical perspective, and that the second latency can be
of a longer period of time (e.g., minutes). This is akin to
the store-and-forward method used by classic electronic
mail systems.
An example of this type of application are noncritical notarization applications, which seek to record static (unchanging) data (e.g., birth date on a birth certificate) and
which do not require low-latency confirmations.
3) Multiparty mediated confirmation: This scenario is a multiparty variation of the single-party mediated case mentioned above. Here, two (or more) applications are seeking
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(a)–(c) Service types based on different confirmation models.

to complete a common transaction at an agreed destination blockchain system, with the aid of settlement logic
that executes at the destination blockchain system. Each
of the applications are willing to accept a “temporary”
confirmation produced by a mediating blockchain system,
with the understanding that they will obtain a final confirmation from the destination blockchain system. This is
summarized in Fig. 3(c).
This situation is akin to TCP-based messaging or chat
servers (e.g., extensible messaging and presence protocol
(XMPP)), in which two (or more) parties converge on a
common server even though they each may have their own
local servers.

C. Variety of Blockchain Systems
The third fundamental goal of the Internet architecture was
to support a variety of networks, which included networks employing different transmission technologies at the physical layer
(e.g., X.25, SNA, etc.), local networks and long-haul networks,
and networks operated/owned by different legal entities. The
minimum assumption of the Internet architecture—which is core
to the success of the Internet as an interoperable system of
networks—was that each network must be able to transport a
datagram as the lowest unit common denominator. Furthermore,
this was to be performed “best effort”—namely with reasonable
reliability, but not perfect reliability.
For blockchain systems, we propose a reinterpretation of the
minimal assumption as consisting of the following:
1) a common standardized transaction format and syntax that
will be understood by all blockchain systems regardless
of their respective technological implementation;
2) a common standardized minimal operations set that will
be implemented all blockchain systems regardless of their
technological choices.

The notion of a common transaction format is akin to the definition of the minimal IP datagram, which was first published
in the 1974 milestone paper by Cerf and Kahn [4]. The operation involved in the datagram case is simple and is implicit in
the datagram construct itself, namely that a set of bytes needs
to be transmitted from one IP address to another. The situation
is somewhat more complex in blockchain systems. Aside from
the current common fields found in transactions in current systems (e.g., sender/receiver public keys, timestamp, and pointers), there is the question of semantic meaning of the operations
intended by the op-code symbols. Some mathematical operations are clear (e.g., op codes for addition, multiplication,
and hash function), but others may introduce some degree of
ambiguity across systems.
Similar to the variety of technologies implementing LANs and
local routing in the 1980s and 1990s, today, there are several
technological aspect that differentiate one blockchain system
from another.
1) Governance model: The term “governance” in the context of blockchain systems is typically used to refer to the
combination of: a) the human-driven policies for the community of participants; b) the rules of operations that are
encoded within the blockchain software and hardware fabric itself; and c) the intended application of the blockchain,
which is often expressed as the “smart contracts” (stored
procedures available on nodes) that are application
specific.
2) Speed of confirmation: The speed (or “throughput”) of a
blockchain system refers to the confirmation speed, based
on the population size of the participating nodes and other
factors.
3) Strength of consensus: An important consideration is the
size of the population of nodes (i.e., entities contributing
to the consensus) at any given moment and whether this information is obtainable. Obtaining this information maybe
challenging in systems, where nodes are either anonymous
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or perhaps unobtainable by external entities in the case of
permissioned systems.
4) Degrees of permissionability: Currently, the permissionless/permissioned distinction refers to the degree to which
users can participate in the system [23]. Interoperability
across permissioned blockchains poses additional questions with regard to how data recorded on the ledger can
be referenced (referred to or “pointed to”) by transactions
in a foreign domain (i.e., another blockchain system).
5) Degrees of anonymity: There are at least two degrees of
anonymity that is relevant to blockchain systems. The
first pertains to the anonymity of end users (i.e., identity
anonymity [28]–[30]), and the second is the anonymity
of the nodes participating in processing transactions (e.g.,
nodes participating in a given consensus instance). Combinations are possible, such as where a permissioned system
may require all consensus nodes to be strongly authenticated and identified, but allows for end users to remain
permissionless (and even unidentified/unauthenticated).
6) Cybersecurity and assurance levels of nodes: The robustness of a blockchain system consisting of a P2P network of
nodes is largely affected by the security of the nodes that
make up the network. If nodes are easily compromised directly (e.g., hacks) or via indirect means (e.g., dormant
viruses), the utility of the blockchain system degrades
considerably [26].
IV. GATEWAYS FOR INTEROPERABILITY AND MANAGEABILITY
As mentioned previously, similar to the Internet architecture
consisting of a network of ASs, the future blockchain technology may evolve to becoming a network of interconnected
blockchain systems—each with differing internal consensus
protocols, incentives mechanisms, permissions, and securityrelated constraints. Key to this interconnectivity is the notion of
blockchain gateways. In this section, we discuss the potential
use of blockchain gateways to provide interoperability and interconnectivity across different blockchain systems and service
types.
Interoperability becomes a complex matter when transactions
in permissionless blockchains (publicly readable ledgers) interact with permissioned (private) blockchains, where transaction
entries on the ledger may reveal confidential information and,
therefore, considered to be private. The use-case examples typically involve interactions between ledgers that record factual
existential information about a given asset or object and ledgers
that record legal ownership of that asset or object.

Fig. 4.
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Blockchain AS, domains, and gateways.

management) to achieve stability and fast convergence (i.e.,
confirmation throughput) of the ledger in that domain.
Nodes could, therefore, be classified from the perspective of
ledger management as operating either intradomain or interdomain. Fig. 4 illustrates the concept, showing one blockchain AS,
with three local domain blockchains, each managing a distinct
ledger.
1) Intradomain nodes: These are nodes and other entities
whose main task is maintaining ledger information and
conducting transactions within one domain. Examples includes nodes that participate in consensus computations
(e.g., full mining nodes in Bitcoin [17]), nodes that “orchestrate” consensus computations (e.g., Orderers and
Endorsers in Hyperledger Fabric [19]), and nodes that perform validations only (e.g., Validators in Ripple [31]).
2) Interdomain nodes: These are nodes and other entities
whose main task is dealing with cross-domain transactions involving different blockchain ASs. We refer to these
nodes as interdomain gateways.
Although Fig. 4 shows a small number of nodes G to be designated as interdomain nodes, ideally, all nodes N in a given
blockchain AS should have the capability (i.e., correct software, hardware, and trusted computing base) to become an interdomain gateway. This allows dynamic groups (subsets) of the
population of nodes to become gateway groups that act collectively on behalf of the blockchain system as a whole [32]. In the
remainder of this paper, we will denote interdomain gateways
simply as “gateways.”
B. Defining the Perimeter for Blockchain ASs

A. Intradomain and Interdomain Nodes
Similar to a routing AS being composed of one or more (possibly nested) routing domains, we propose viewing a blockchain
system as consisting of one or more ledger management domains. Thus, just as routers in a routing domain operate one
or more routing protocols to achieve best routes through that
domain, nodes in a blockchain domain contribute to maintaining a shared ledger by running one or more ledger management protocols (e.g., consensus algorithms and membership

In the history of routing on the Internet, the emergence and
evolution of the concept of ASs was driven partly by the need
to manage networks. Among others, the owners and operators
of networks needed to define their network physical perimeter,
deploy administrative controls over the networks, and legally
understand the areas of business responsibilities and liabilities.
This arrangement provided the freedom on the part of the operators to design the routing topologies according to their business
needs, applying different protocols, tools, and devices in each
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domain. The result is that the physical perimeter of each network
is clearly demarcated, without any ambiguities with regard to the
legal ownership of each AS.
The situation is somewhat more complex in blockchain systems, which employ a P2P network of nodes in a geographically
distributed topology, and where the participation of nodes are
dynamic over time. One revolutionary aspect of the Bitcoin system [17] is its openness for any person or entity to participate in
the act of mining by independently and anonymously deploying
CPU cycles to compute the proof of work (consensus) algorithm.
As such—and in contrast to routing domains—the perimeter of
the Bitcoin network of nodes is not a physical or geographical
one but rather an a computation-participatory one. This independence and anonymity meant that it is difficult or even impossible to know how many nodes (and which nodes) actually
spent CPU cycles (successfully or not) in computing a given
instance of the proof of work. Although unauthenticable anonymous identities maybe useful in some scenarios, in the context
of the Bitcoin system. it may allow certain entities (e.g., statesponsored actors) to amass computing power in a large mining pool and to “weaponize” that hash power at the opportune
moment.
The future of blockchain ASs may evolve into an interconnected set of autonomous and independent blockchain systems,
each with its own interior protocols, entities, and systems, and
where each system’s perimeter is defined along one or more of
the following axis.
1) Degree of identifiable and authenticable participation:
The “membership” of a node and entity in a blockchain
AS may be defined as the potential for that node or entity
to positively (or negatively) impact the community in a
considerable way.
In tightly permissioned blockchain systems, the organization or community that oversees the operations of the system may demand that all member nodes (i.e., legal owners
of nodes) not only register their identities, but also report
their participation in one measure or another (e.g., participated in a mining instance). For example, in an enterprise
(single organization) privately owned blockchain system,
all nodes are legally owned by the organization, and
thus, the degree of participation is fully controlled by the
organization.
In a multiorganization consortium arrangement, the consortium may require all nodes belonging to consortium
members to be identified beforehand (i.e., registered), but
a node’s actual participation in each consensus computation may be at the discretion of the member. Thus,
the consortium as a collective may wish to ensure that
no unknown or rogue node affects the consortium as
a whole but allows each member to control their own
resources.
To this end, approaches using anonymous-verifiable identity schemes [29], [33] may be used to offer some degree of anonymity to the nodes. Similarly, methods to
prove participation in computation can be devised based
on schemes that use a combination of the consensus algorithm, a periodic reporting of hardware internal state
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(e.g., Trusted Platform Module (TPM) registers [34] and
Quote protocol [35]), and secure multiparty computation
techniques [36].
2) Degree of trust and assurance: Another factor related to
perimeters and membership is the degree of provable trust
each node can attain and can convey to other nodes and entities. The idea here is that the ability of a node to perform
its tasks with high assurance (e.g., perform proof of work,
safeguard its private keys, etc.) becomes input into the decision as to whether to accept the computation results of
that node.
This factor is notably important in the multiorganization
consortium arrangement. The aspect of provable assurance may determine the acceptability internally of the results of the consensus computations by the member nodes.
For example, in networks that deal with high-value transactions, the consortium may require its members to deploy trusted computing technologies that convey technical
trust.
In this context, it is useful to revisit some key architectural designs of the TPM from the late 1990s, which provided a basic understanding on trustworthiness [37], [38].
Reusing some of the concepts in trusted computing, a node
can be considered to exhibit technical trust if it: a) operates unhindered and shielded from external influences or
interference; b) operates for a well-defined task; and c)
has the ability to report results of its computations and its
internal status truthfully.
3) Business model of the organization or community: The
business purpose of a blockchain AS may determine the
degree of required identifiable and authenticable participation, as well as the minimal required trust and assurance.
For example, a blockchain system for supply-chain management of components for a defense organization [39] has
a different set of constraints compared to a blockchain used
for supply-chain management of consumer goods [40].
Similarly, a consortium of organizations whose goal is
high-speed trading in digital assets using blockchain technology has different business purpose than a consortium
of music publishers seeking greater accessibility to rights
data in a global music ecosystem [41].
C. Use Case: Interdomain Transactions
To illustrate and aid discussion, we use a simple example
shown in Fig. 5, in which an asset recorded in blockchain system BC1 is to be transferred to blockchain system BC2. Both
blockchains BC1 and BC2 are permissioned/private blockchain
systems.
In Fig. 5, User A with Application X has his or her asset
ownership (e.g., land title deed) recorded on the ledger inside
blockchain BC1. The local transaction identifier for this ledger
entry is T x1privateID . User A wishes to transfer legal ownership
of the asset (e.g., sell) to a different User B running Application
Y. However, User B requires that the asset be “moved” to the
blockchain BC2 and be authoritatively recorded on the ledger
of BC2. This would allow User B to later sell the asset locally in
blockchain BC2 to other users in BC2. Note that being private
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Example of interdomain transaction across two blockchain systems.

blockchain systems, none of the gateways or nodes in BC1 can
directly read/write to BC2, and vice versa.
The following is a high-level summary of the transaction flows
between BC1 and BC2. In step 1, User A initiates the transfer to
User B by submitting a (candidate) transaction to BC1, with the
recipient address being the public key of User B in BC2 (e.g.,
pubkeyB /BC2). Because the destination blockchain BC2 is a
foreign system, only the gateway nodes in BC1 are permitted or
have the capability to process this transaction. In step 2, gateway
G1 selects the candidate (unprocessed) transaction of User A in
BC1 and proceeds to process the transaction. Seeing that the
pending transaction is destined for pubkeyB /BC2, gateway G1
locates one or more gateways G2 in BC2 and proceeds perform
trust negotiations with G2 (see Section IV-E).
In step 3, because BC1 is a private system, gateway G1 has to
mask the private identifier value T x1privateID with a new public
value T x1publicID . G1 has to persistently maintain this table of
mappings (T x1privateID and T x1publicID ). In the future, gateway
G1 must provide a means to resolve the public value T x1publicID
back to the internal private value T x1privateID should that be
required (see Section IV-D). In steps 4 and 5, (multiround)
gateways G1 and G2 must establish trust by executing a key
establishment protocol that includes the exchange of keying
parameters, hardware root of trust certificates (e.g., attestation
identity key (AIK) certificates in TPM [34]), hardware status
reports (e.g., Quote protocol reports [35]), and other relevant
trust establishment parameters.
In step 6, after pairwise technical trust has been established
between gateways G1 and G2, gateway G2 proceeds to submit a
new local transaction with identifier T x2privateID into the ledger
of BC2 addressed pubkeyB . This local transaction references
the asset (in BC1) identified by the public value T x1publicID .
In effect, gateway G2 is “registering” this asset T x2privateID
as belonging to User B with public key pubkeyB . In step 7,
confirmation has been achieved in the ledger of BC2. Gateway
G2 needs to indirectly report this confirmed status of T x2privateID
to gateway G1. As such, G2 has to mask local transaction identifier T x2privateID with a new public identifier T x2publicID . Gateway G2 must henceforth maintain a persistent mapping between
T x2publicID and T x2privateID .

In step 8, gateway G2 issues a signed assertion to G1 stating
that the asset with the transaction identifier T x2publicID has been
confirmed on ledger BC2 and includes a hash of the private
identifier T x2privateID in the assertion. In step 9, upon seeing
the signed assertion from G2, gateway G1 proceeds to submit a
new “invalidation” transaction in BC1, essentially marking that
the asset previously known as T x1privateID has been moved to
BC2. The invalidation transaction also includes a reference to the
new home of the asset, namely T x2publicID /BC2. It should also
include a hash of the signed assertion from G2. Finally, in step 10,
User B is able to see the confirmed transaction T x2privateID /BC2,
while User A sees that T x1privateID /BC1 is also being confirmed.
Note that the above use case is an abstract example only. Many
variations are possible for these flows, including the incorporation of commitment protocols (e.g., two-phase commit) in steps
2–9.
D. Visibility and Referenceability of Transaction Identifiers
One key potential use of gateways in the context of blockchain
interoperability is to provide some degree of control over the
visibility (i.e., read access) of transaction identifiers residing on
the ledger of the blockchain system.
1) Masking of private identifiers: In cases of private/permissioned blockchain systems, where all transaction information on the confirmed blocks on the
ledger is considered confidential information (including the transaction-identifiers), a gateway may offer the
possibility to support the notion of identifier “masking.”
As discussed in Section IV-C, a substitute transaction identifier is used for external referenceability in a persistent
manner. In a sense, this is akin to the network address
translation found in network address translation (NAT)
devices and dual-stack IPv4/IPv6 routers.
2) Resolution of private identifiers: If identifier masking or
translation is used, a corresponding resolution function
can be implemented at gateways. Thus, in the example
of Section IV-C, after the asset has been moved from
BC1 to BC2, whenever one of more nodes in BC1 obtains a query regarding T x1publicID /BC1, the node can
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forward this query to one or more of the gateways in
BC1, which collectively share the mapping table. In turn,
one of these gateways in BC1 can remap the query into
T x2publicID /BC2 and redirect the query to one or more of
the gateways in BC2. This resolver role is similar to the
domain name system (DNS) systems, and also to the online certificate status protocol (OCSP) Responder model
in public key infrastructure (PKI) [42], which can report
on the status of a public key in an X.509 certificate issued
by the Certificate Authority who operates the Responder
service.
E. Interdomain Trust Establishment
A second potential use of gateways in the context of
blockchain interoperability is to support the establishment of
trust (i.e., technical trust) across blockchain ASs. We believe
there is a promising role for trusted hardware to implement many
of the function of the gateways. As mentioned previously, ideally, all nodes in a given blockchain AS should possess the relevant trusted hardware and software to allow them to take on the
role of gateways as required.
Examples of trusted hardware include the TPM [34] with its
various roots of trust for measurement, storage, and reporting.
The first successful version was TPM v1.2 that supported a
“one-size-fits-all” approach that primarily targeted the PC market. A second-generation TPM v2.0 expanded trusted computing
features to better support vertical markets. TPMv2.0 introduced
platform-specific profiles that define mandatory, optional, and
excluded functionality for PC Client, Mobile, and AutomotiveThin platform categories. Platform-specific profiles allow TPM
vendors flexibility in implementing TPM features that accommodates a specific market. Additionally, TPMv2.0 supports
three key hierarchies, for storage, platform, and endorsement.
Each hierarchy can support multiple keys and cryptographic
algorithms. We believe that TPM v2.0 profiles for trusted
gateways could be developed for the blockchain infrastructure
market.
Another example of trusted hardware is the Software Guard
Extensions (SGX) from Intel Corporation [35]. The SGX offers
another perspective on trusted computing base, where a trusted
environment exists within a user process called an Enclave. The
SGX TCB consists of hardware isolated memory pages, CPU instructions for creating, extending, initializing, entering, exiting,
and attesting the enclave, and privileged CPU modes for controlling access to enclave memory. A second-generation SGX
(see [43]) added support for dynamic memory management,
where enclave runtimes could dynamically increase or decrease
the number of enclave pages.
There are multiple steps to establish measurable technical
trust that can be input into legal frameworks in the context of
peering. Some of these are as follows.
1) Mutual verification of gateway device identities: Prior
to interacting, two gateways belonging to separate
blockchain AS must mutually verify their device identities
(e.g., AIK certificates in TPM).
2) Mutual attestation of gateway device status: As part of
trust establishment, each gateway may be required to

attest to its hardware and software stack, as well as the
current state of some of its hardware registers (e.g., Quote
protocol [34], [35]).
3) Mutual session key establishment: For use cases involving
session keys, the gateways have the additional task of negotiating the keying parameters and establish the relevant
session keys.
4) Mutual reporting of transaction settlement: In use cases
involving one (or both) private blockchains, an additional
requirement could be the signing of assertions using a
gateway’s device keys.
F. Peering Points for Peering Business Agreements
The third potential use of gateways in the context of
blockchain interoperability is to serve as the peering points
identified within peering agreements or contracts. In the case
of various ISPs that make up the Internet, peering agreements
are contracts that define various interconnection aspects (e.g.,
traffic bandwidth, protocols, etc.) as well as fees (“settlements”)
and possible penalties. For the interoperability of autonomous
blockchain systems, a notion similar to peering agreements must
be developed that possess features specifically for blockchain
technology and the governance model used by the systems. Peering agreements should include, among others, the following.
1) Identification of gateways chosen as peering points: A
blockchain peering agreement should require the clear
identification of gateways, which are permitted to peer
with other gateways. This agreement may specify the device certificates, hardware and software manifest (e.g.,
hash of manifest), root certificates, device status attestations, and so on.
2) Specify the minimal trust establishment mechanisms and
parameters: A peering agreement should specify the trust
negotiation and establishment protocols, the respective
known parameters (e.g., size of key parameters), the key
management protocols, standards compliance required,
minimal assurance level required, and others.
3) Specify warranties and liabilities: Similar to peering
agreements for ISPs and Certificate Practices Statement
for certificate authorities, blockchain peering agreements
should clearly identify the liabilities of parties (e.g., in
monetary terms) in negative or catastrophic scenarios
(e.g., gateway is compromised).
V. CONCLUSION
The fundamental goals underlying the Internet architecture
has played a key role in determining the interoperability of
various networks and service types, which together compose
the Internet as we know it today. Interoperability is key to
survivability. A number of design principles emerged from the
evolution of internet routing in the 1970s and 1980s, which
ensured the scalable operation of the Internet over the last three
decades.
We believe that a similar design philosophy is needed for interoperable blockchain systems. The recognition that a blockchain
system is an AS is an important starting point that allows
notions such as reachability, referencing of transaction data
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in ledgers, scalability, and other aspects to be understood
more meaningfully—beyond the current notion of throughput
(“scale”), which is often the sole measure of performance used
with regards to many blockchain systems today.
Furthermore, interoperability forces a deeper rethinking into
how permissioned and permissionless blockchain systems can
interoperate without a third party (such as an exchange). A key
aspect is the semantic interoperability at the value level and at
the mechanical level. Interoperability at the mechanical level
is necessary for interoperability at the value level but does not
guarantee it. The mechanical level plays a crucial role in providing technological solutions that can help humans in quantifying
risk through the use of a more measurable notion of technical
trust. Human agreements (i.e., legal contracts) must be used at
the value level to provide semantically compatible meanings
to the constructs (e.g., coins and tokens) that circulate in the
blockchain system.
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